
Splunk Integration with Proofpoint 
Threat Response and ET Intelligence

Our pre-built integrations with Splunk and our Splunk technology add-on (TA) help accelerate incident response and improve 
efficiencies. It works in these five steps:

 

Incident responders face an uphill battle even when they employ SIEMs. They’re hindered  
by manual operational checklists and a lack context, workflow, and automation. Fortunately, 
security teams with Splunk and Proofpoint can improve efficiency and improved security, 
thanks to Splunk integration with Proofpoint Threat Response and ET Intelligence.
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Step Benefit

1 Collect alerts from Splunk and other sources Seamlessly works alert generated by Splunk and other detection tools.

2
Query Splunk and view activity logs for host in Threat 

Response

Revealing original source logs from Splunk in Threat Response 

eliminates confirming events in all other device consoles.

3

Launch Splunk UI in context from Threat Response
Pre-built query in Threat Response enables immediate access to query 

data in Splunk

4 Publish curated Threat Intelligence to Splunk
Threat reputation hits from Proofpoint Threat Response augment and 

accelerate information review and decision-making.

5
Leverage ET Splunk Technology Add-on (TA) to pull ET 

reputation data and hunt for threats in Splunk activity logs

By automatically connecting ET Reputation data to Splunk, simple 

queries in Splunk are instantly more powerful. Threats that normally 

take minutes of hit-or-miss searching in Splunk are instantly surfaced 

right in the Splunk interface.
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By automatically connecting ET Reputation data to Splunk, simple queries in Splunk are instantly more powerful. Threats 
that normally take minutes of hit-or-miss searching in Splunk are instantly surfaced right in the Splunk interface.
Using these integrations, IR analysts using Splunk and Proofpoint can slash hours from their incident response process, 
increase security, and reduce errors.

The Proofpoint ET Intelligence Splunk TA installs in less than a minute. The TA is available to Proofpoint ET Intelligence 
on Splunk Base at no additional charge, and. Proofpoint Threat Response integration is built into Threat Response and 
available to Splunk users at no additional charge. Learn more at www.proofpoint.com or contact us for a demo.


